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LLC . to be the US Distributor of the newest stud on the market.
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iGRiP a Canadian enterprise founded in 2015, specializes in the design and fabrication of screw-on studs for
ice, rough terrain, construction, and more. The company has been able to carve-out a market in Canada, the
USA and Europe. In 2021, iGRiP received its patent for a new type of screwable stud of superior quality,
namely the shouldered stud, which is more secure, more reliable and easier to install. With their innovative
products and unique design, which are favored by those who use them, iGRiP’s popularity continues to
increase with each passing season.
The business is currently expanding its North American distribution network via multiple service points
throughout the continent. For 2024, they are well underway to establishing their state-side sales force
working with MM Industrial Sales LLC, located in Kingsford Michigan.  Consequently, their products will be
easily accessible across the USA.

Innovative products

iGRiP offers a wide range of products which are
applicable to several industrial sectors i.e.,
forestry, construction, mining, industrial,
recreational and security.  Their studs are made
of tempered and galvanized steel which are then
fitted with tungsten carbide tips which greatly
increases resistance to wear and also life
expecting of the product.
The shouldered studs (SS) have an added
advantage in that they ensure greater stability 

and prevent the studs from bedding deeper into
the rubber when payloads are extremely heavy.
Newly created, construction studs are being
developed for road scarifiers, tunnel drillers, and
tree stump removal equipment. They are rugged
and adaptable to all tasks.
All studs include the drive tool which is
specifically designed to allow for installation and
removal of the studs if required.



iGRiP and the Forestry Sector

Contrary to chains which are bulky, costly, and at times, challenging to install, iGRiP studs have proven that
“bulky” isn’t always better.   In the Forestry Sector, our studs provide greater stability, traction and breaking
ability on both icy surfaces and rough terrain. They are versatile and installable on both tires and tracks. 

Innovations for your Needs

At iGRiP, innovation and development of new products is at the heart of our mission, and we work tirelessly
at to improve and find solutions that the work.  The entire iGRiP team is committed to listening to the
customer’s feedback and will stop at nothing to provide a product that will satisfy.

For more information, contact our state-side Sales Manager, Mark Mitchell of MM Industrial Sales, LLC,
located at 1133 S. Carpenter Avenue; Kingsford, MI  49802. CONTACT PHONE: 906-282-9323

iWhile studs are a must for machinery, they are
also essential for work boots. iGRiP has
developed boot studs to keep your work crew
safe. These small screw-in studs are cost
effective and provide necessary traction on icy
surfaces.
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